UNICODE MONGOLIAN WORKING GROUP MEETING 3

CALL FOR PARTICIPATION
3 to 5 April 2019

Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia

INFORMATION FOR PARTICIPANTS

A working group meeting on Mongolian will be held from 3 to 5 April 2019 in Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia. The meeting is organized by the Unicode Consortium and hosted by the Communications and Information Technology Authority (CITA), Mongolia.

The detailed arrangements are as follows:

1. GOAL

This meeting will focus on solving Mongolian implementation issues that can be addressed through:
   1) The Unicode encoding and its associated property definitions,
   2) The simplification of font and local implementation standards, and
   3) An improved awareness of the expectations and usage of the user community.

2. VENUE

The working group meeting on Mongolian will be held at National Information Technology Park of Mongolia. The contact details of the venue are as follows:

NATIONAL INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY PARK
Address: Baga toiruu 46, Sukhbaatar district, Ulaanbaatar 14200, Mongolia
Telephone: +976 11 327123
email: info@itpark.mn
Website: www.nipt.mn

3. DATES & SCHEDULE:

   Wednesday, April 3 — 9:30AM – 5:30PM
   Thursday, April 4 — 9:30AM – 5:30PM
   Friday, April 5 — 9:30AM – 5PM

Meeting agenda will be posted in the document register:

   MWG/3-N0
CHECK-IN TO THE MEETING

Check-in of participants can be done at the venue’s entrance. Please inform your participation to "Foreign Relation Division of CITA, foreignrelation@cita.gov.mn"

4. HOTEL ACCOMMODATION AND RESERVATION

The below is a list of hotels closest to the meeting location:

- Zaluuchuud hotel
- Puma-Imperial Hotel
- H9 Hotel Nine
- Tuushin Hotel
- BEST WESTERN PREMIER Tuushin Hotel
- Khuvsgul Lake Hotel
- Central Tower Hotel
- Urgoo Boutique Hotel
- Khuree Hotel

5. DOCUMENTS AND INTERNET FACILITIES

Meeting documents can be submitted before 20 March, 2019 to mongolian@unicode.org and will be published at a link https://www.unicode.org/~lisa/mongolianwg3docs/. Wireless Internet connection will be available at the meeting room.

The meetings is paperless and Unicode and CITA encourage all participants to bring their own laptops. To facilitate the meeting, translation from/to English and from/to Chinese will available.

6. TRANSPORTATION FROM THE AIRPORT TO THE HOTEL:

The following types of transportation are available from Airport to the Hotel:

1. Hotel’s car rate – 98,800.00 MNT including tax, one way.

It takes about from 30 to 50 minutes by car from the Airport to hotel depending on traffic jams.

2. CITA can offer pick-up service from the airport. To arrange an airport transfer, the CITA requires your arrival details, such as flight numbers and arrival/departure time. Reservation of the pick-up service will be made upon the request.

7. VISA AND IMMIGRATION INFORMATION

If participants require a visa supporting letter, please contact:

Foreign Relation Division, CITA
E-mail: "foreignrelation@cita.gov.mn"
Phone: 976-11-329236
Mobile: 976-99100642
Subject line for emailing: UNICODE MONGOLIAN WORKING GROUP MEETING 3

8. INSURANCE

Each participant is requested to make necessary arrangements for own insurance and medical coverage of before travel.
9. **PRACTICAL INFORMATION**

**Foreign Exchange Rate:** The local currency is Tugrik/ MNT/. The Exchange rate is approximately USD 1 = 2,552.49MNT. But the rate might differ at an event period. Major Credit Cards are accepted at most hotels, retail outlets and ATMs.


**Local Time:** UTC/GMT +8:00 hours

**Electrical Current:** The electric voltage in Mongolia is 220V 50Hz. Delegates need to make sure to bring an appropriate power adapter and/or voltage converter. The power sockets are of type C and E.

![Power sockets](image)

**About Ulaanbaatar**

Ulaanbaatar also known as Ulan Bator or simply just UB, is the capital of Mongolia. With a population of around 1.3 million, it is the largest city in Mongolia, standing as its political, commercial, industrial and cultural hub. Mostly described, as sunny, peaceful and open, Ulaanbaatar is a city of contrast where modern life comfortably blends with Mongolian traditional lifestyle.